Numerical Simulation of the Direct Radiative Effects of Dust Aerosol on the East Asian Winter Monsoon
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Variations of the East Asian winter monsoon (EAWM) induced by dust aerosol are studied by using a regional climate model (RegCM4/Dust). Dust coupled and uncoupled experiments are carried out for the past decade (2000–2009). The coupled RegCM4 captures three centers of dust mixing ratio (DMR) located in the Taklamakan Desert, western Inner Mongolia, and northern Xinjiang, respectively, with maximum values greater than 500 μg kg⁻¹ in winter. The surface total radiation change induced by dust is negative, and its central value of −8 W m⁻² results in surface temperature cooling by 1.5°C in winter. Dust-induced radiation change at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) is also negative in Northern China, except over the Tibetan Plateau (TP), and up to −5 W m⁻² in Central China. Dust cooling effects increase the sea level pressure (SLP) gradient between land and ocean, the cold surge frequency, and the East Asian jet stream (EAJ) intensity and then enhance the EAWM. The dry and cold wind pervade most areas of East Asia, suppressing large-scale precipitation and eventually leading to a rainfall decrease of about 10–30% in Northern China and the middle Yangtze River Valley.

1. Introduction

Aerosols are important atmospheric pollutants [1] and include particles of sulfate, black carbon, organic carbon, nitrate from human activities and dust, sea salt, and volcanic ash [2]. Over the past few decades, anthropogenic aerosols in East Asia have increased in line with enhancement of human activities [3]. Anthropogenic aerosols impact global climate through both direct and indirect effects [4, 5]. With developing desertification in East Asia [6], the cycles and climatic effects of atmospheric dust, as a natural aerosol, have received widespread attention.

Dust aerosol is mainly produced from arid and semiarid deserts during strong dust storms. East Asia is a major dust source region with the Taklamakan and Gobi Deserts [7]. The occurrence of dust storms in East Asia is closely related to the development of Mongolian cyclone and cold fronts and frequently happens in spring [8]. In recent years, many general field campaigns have studied these processes, including the East Asian Study of Tropospheric Aerosol and Impact on Regional Climate (EAST-AIRC) [9], the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Mobile Facility mission in China (AMF-China), and the East Asian Study of Tropospheric Aerosols: International Regional Experiment (EAST-AIRE) [10]. These observations provide a basis for understanding dust aerosol particle properties, transport, and their climatic effects [9–11]. In addition, remote measurement platforms like the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) have provided three-dimensional dust distributions [12]. However, the above research methods cannot fully meet the demand for understanding the climatic effects of dust, as it is difficult to fully resolve dust aerosol effects from other factors in the real atmosphere. Therefore, many scholars have begun to use models to investigate dust aerosol climatic effects [13–15].

Many previous studies have simulated dust storm initiation processes [16–18], the direct radiative effects of dust on solar radiation [19, 20], and the particles’ indirect effect on hydrology through acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), thus modifying structure and properties of cloud [21, 22]. With respect to the climatic effects of dust, most previous simulations have mainly focused on the impact on the East
Asian summer monsoon (EASM), using coarse resolution global climate models (GCMs) [23, 24], and their effects are still uncertain on regional scales since dust concentrations over East Asia tend to be systematically underestimated by GCMs [25, 26]. This situation has been improved in recent years by the development of regional climate models (RCMs). For example, Zhang et al. [27] used the RegCM3/Dust model to simulate the dust aerosol effect on the East Asian climate; their results showed that the regional dust induced radiation change in the East Asian dust source region reached $-25 \text{ W m}^{-2}$ in spring and induced surface cooling by $1^\circ \text{C}$. The simulations of Sun et al. [28] showed that dust weakened the EASM, causing a rainfall decrease in Eastern and Southern China.

The EAWM is one of the most important circulation systems during winter in the Northern Hemisphere [29]. Its anomalies can impact the Mongolian High and Aleutian Low [30] but extend their influence by altering the position and strength of a Hadley cell such that the Australian summer monsoon is affected [31] and also causing abnormal weather in North America through changing EAJ [32]. Meanwhile, some loess [33, 34] and marine coral sediments [35] show that the dust cycle of East Asia has always had an important relationship with EAWM evolution and variability far back in the ancient geological record. Most studies to date have used meteorological station observations to determine dust storm frequency or reanalysis data [36, 37] to investigate the relationship between East Asian dust aerosol and EAWM variation. Conventional observation techniques cannot be used to study the effects of dust aerosols on the EAWM, winter rainfall, and temperature. Simulation work has mainly focused on the EASM, and simulation work concerning the EAWM is rare in addition to a number of observational studies [36, 38]. Coarse resolution GCM diagnosed dust aerosol radiative effects in winter were performed by Miller and Tegen [39], though their work did not investigate the dust impact on the EAWM and winter precipitation. In this paper we will use RegCM4/Dust to carry out simulations with long integration periods in East Asia to study the dust aerosol effects on EAWM and winter precipitation. First, we use observations to validate the simulated East Asian winter climatology, and then we analyze the dust aerosol distributions in winter in East Asia. Finally, we study dust aerosol effects on the EAWM to fill the gaps in this field.

### 2. Numerical Model and Experiment Design

#### 2.1. Numerical Model

The selected model is the RegCM4 developed by ICTP. Due to its maturity, it is stable and simple to operate and has been widely applied to study regional climate and environmental change, particularly the simulation of Asian aerosol climatic effects [27, 40, 41]. RegCM4 is a hydrostatic model with a sigma coordinate system [28]. While retaining the basic core of RegCM3, new modules were added in RegCM4, including a new surface land module, the Community Land Surface Model V3.5 (CLM3.5), and successfully coupling ocean module [42]. The coupled dust module in RegCM4 is based on the dust producing model (DPM) of Marticorena and Bergametti [43] and Alfaro and Gomes [44] and includes dust emission, transport,干燥、干湿沉积，和光学和辐射性质 [27, 45].

The dust size spectrum in the dust module ranges from 0.01 to 20.0 $\mu$m including four transportable bins (or modes): the fine (0.01–1.0 $\mu$m), accumulation (1.0–2.5 $\mu$m), coarse (2.5–5.0 $\mu$m), and giant (5.0–20.0 $\mu$m) modes [45]. The RegCM4 employs the $\delta$-Eddington approximate for radiant flux calculations, and the optical spectrum ranges from 0.2 to 4.5 $\mu$m including 18 wavelength bands [27]. One is in the visible band between 0.35 and 0.64 $\mu$m, seven bands are in the ultraviolet band between 0.2 and 0.35 $\mu$m, and the rest are in the infrared band. The effect of dust SW radiation is calculated using an asymmetry factor ($g$), single scattering albedo (SSA), and mass extinction coefficient ($K_{ext}$) based on Mie theory [27]. Refractive index of dust for the SW window is obtained from the Optical Properties of Aerosols and Clouds (OPAC) database [46], and Table 1 presents the dust optical properties in visible band (0.35–0.64 $\mu$m).

In the LW domain, dust effects are accounted for introducing the dust emissivity (and hence absorptivity) following the parameterization of Kiehl et al. [47]. The dust LW emissivity is calculated according to

$$
\varepsilon_{LM}(z) = 1 - e^{-D \cdot k_{lwabs}(b(z)),}
$$

where $D = 1.66$ is a diffusivity factor, $b(z)$ is the dust burden ($g \text{ m}^{-2}$) of a given layer, and $k_{lwabs}(m^2 \text{ g}^{-1})$ is the mass absorption coefficient calculated based on the Mie theory for each size bin of the relevant LW spectral window and the LW refractive indices are consistent with Wang et al. [48].

#### 2.2. Experiment Design and Observational Data

We carried out two experiments in this paper. In the control experiment, the dust module was turned off (label: Nodust). The other experiment involved RegCM4 coupled with the dust module. Both were integrated from December 1, 1999, to December 31, 2009. The first month was the model spin-up, so data were analyzed from January 1, 2000, to December 31, 2009. This follows the experimental protocol of Sun et al. [28], though they only investigated dust effects on the EASM, while in this paper we focus on EAWM by using the same outputs. The above two experiments used prescribed SST from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) [49] without coupled ROMS module.

The model horizontal resolution was 50 km. The domain center was (35.0 N, 105.0 E) with 160 grid cells in the W–E direction and 95 in the N–S direction. The model domain covered East Asia, South Asia, and the West Pacific Ocean (Figure 1(a)). Dust sources in our model included the Taklamakan Desert, western Inner Mongolia, and northern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dust bins size diameter ($\mu$m)</th>
<th>$K_{ext} \text{ (m}^2 \text{ g}^{-1})$</th>
<th>$g$</th>
<th>SSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.01–1</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–2.5</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5–5</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–20</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Xinjiang [50], displayed in Figure 1(b). The model was run with its standard configuration of 18 vertical $\sigma$-layers, with a maximum height of 10 hPa. The model initial and lateral boundary conditions were obtained from the National Centre for Environmental Prediction and Department of Energy (NCEP-DOE) Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP-II) reanalysis (R-2) [51]. The default land use types were from the Global Land Cover Characterization (GLCC) data [52].

A few observational data sets are used in this study for comparison with the simulated results. Monthly mean surface air temperature and precipitation data [53] with a high resolution (0.5° × 0.5°) are provided by the Climate Research Unit (CRU), the University of East Anglia. The NCEP-DOE reanalyses (2.5° × 2.5°) are used to validate SLP, wind fields at 850 hPa and 200 hPa simulated with RegCM4. Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) aboard the NASA Earth Observation System's Terra satellite Level 3 monthly mean aerosol optical depth (AOD) from 2000 to 2009 is used to validate RegCM4/Dust simulated dust AOD distribution. Besides, the in situ observed monthly mean AOD from Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) is used to evaluate the model simulated seasonal and interannual variations of dust AOD.

3. Results of Simulations

3.1. Validation

3.1.1. Basic Model Climatology. The SLP, surface wind, 850 hPa atmospheric circulation, and EAJ represent the main characteristics of the EAWM [54], and we first validated the above variables by using the NCEP-DOE reanalysis (Figure 2). The center position of the Siberian High was well simulated by RegCM4 with a weak bias of 1-2 Pa compared with the NCEP-DOE reanalysis. The prominent surface features of the EAWM were well captured by RegCM4, that is, the strong northwesterly wind along the East Asian coast [55] (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)). In winter, the most dominant features of the EAWM are the northwesterly wind or northerlies in the lower troposphere [56]. These were well captured by RegCM4 (Figures 2(c) and 2(d)), except for the strong northwesterly wind in central South China. On the other hand, the simulated intensity and location of the EAJ agreed with the NCEP-DOE reanalysis; that is, the intensity of the EAJ reached up to 65 m s$^{-1}$ (U component of wind) and its axis was located at 30° N (Figures 2(e) and 2(f)). The above validations indicate that the model simulated reasonable East Asian winter climatology.

3.1.2. Comparison between Simulated Dust AOD and the MISR Observed AOD. The seasonal mean climatological distributions of MISR observed aerosol AOD and RegCM4/Dust simulated dust AOD during 2000–2009 are shown in Figure 3. Both model simulation and satellite observation capture the seasonal evolution of dust AOD, increasing in spring and summer and decreasing in autumn and winter over West China. The model captures the areas of maximum dust AOD in the Taklamakan Desert, Gobi Desert, and northern Xinjiang. It should be mentioned that MISR retrieval includes all types of aerosols, while the model only describes dust aerosol. Therefore, the above comparison may have some limitations. Actually, MISR-retrieved Angstrom exponent, which is inversely related to the average size of the particles in the aerosol, can be used to distinguish dust versus pollution aerosols and evaluates the model performance. The bigger the particles, the smaller the exponent. As shown in Figure 3, the exponent is smaller in Taklamakan and Gobi Desert in spring, autumn, and winter, which is consistent with that of higher dust AOD simulated by RegCM4/Dust in these seasons. The exponent in summer is higher than that in the remaining three seasons in the two deserts, so the model may overestimate the dust AOD in summer.

In addition, we carried out a comparison between in situ observed monthly mean AOD from AERONET and that simulated by the model at Dalanzadgad (43.6° N, 104.4° E). It is the only AERONET site available in the domain of interest with continuous AOD values more than ten years. The comparison
Figure 2: Comparison between the NCEP-DOE reanalysis (a, c, e) and Nodust experiment simulated (b, d, f), the SLP (hPa) superimposed on the surface wind (m s⁻¹) (a, b), the 850 hPa wind (c, d), and the 200 hPa U component of wind (e, f), averaged in winter (DJF) during 2000–2009 period. The yellow area in (c, d) represents the topography below 850 hPa altitude.

shows that the seasonal and interannual variations of AOD at this site are well captured by RegCM4/Dust (Figure 4).

3.2. Dust Mixing Ratio. The horizontal and vertical distributions of dust directly determine its climatic effects, so we discuss the simulated dust distribution before analyzing the climatic effects of dust. The coupled RegCM4 simulated three maximum centers of the DMR in Northern China (Figure 5(a)). They were in the Taklamakan Desert, northern Xinjiang, and western Inner Mongolia, where the DMRs were...
all greater than 500 $\mu g kg^{-1}$. Zakey et al. [45] simulated the DMR during a dust storm in the Sahara desert and found that it could reach 450 $\mu g kg^{-1}$. Our simulated value was close to their simulation. The DMR was also higher in the CLP and the areas to the south of CLP, with the DMR greater than 300 $\mu g kg^{-1}$, because these areas were influenced by strong northwesterly winds and high frequency cold surges in winter (Figures 2(d) and 9(a)).

The DMR vertical profiles (Figure 5(b)) show that dust was transported downstream by strong westerly and ascending motions, consistent with the simulations of Shi and Liu [57]. The upward motion was stronger in the Taklamakan Desert than in its downstream areas, and dust reached 300 hPa where there were strong convective activities. In winter, dust storms frequently outbreak in western Inner Mongolia accompanied with the movement of Mongolia.
cyclone. The diffusion conditions of this area are stronger
than those over the Taklamakan Desert [58], and the DMR
is also higher (Figure 5(c)).

3.3. Effect of Dust on the East Asian Winter Climate

3.3.1. Dust Direct Radiative Forcing. Figure 6 shows the radia-
tion changes of the coupled RegCM4 simulation induced by
dust averaged for ten years under clear sky conditions at the
TOA (shortwave, SW, and longwave, LW) in winter. Simu-
lated surface SW change in winter is the strongest in the three
key desert regions. The SW change can reach $-25\, \text{W m}^{-2}$
in the central Taklamakan Desert (Figure 6(a)). The LW
radiation at surface showed large positive anomalies coinci-
ding with the Taklamakan Desert and can reach $16\, \text{W m}^{-2}$
(Figure 6(c)) resulting from the dust induced surface cooling
(Figure 7(d)). The dust induced surface total radiation change
(SW + LW) over East Asia was negative with a magnitude of $-8\, \text{W m}^{-2}$
over the Taklamakan Desert, northern Xinjiang, western Inner Mongolia, the CLP, and the areas to the south of CLP (Figure 6(e)). The RCMs simulated total surface radiation change was stronger than the simulations of Miller and Tegen [39] who gave a range of $-5$ to $5\, \text{W m}^{-2}$ total surface radiation change in winter by using a GCM.

Figure 6(b) shows that dust induced clear sky TOA SW radiation change in winter is also negative and its center located in the downstream area of North-Central China where surface dust concentration is the highest. The magnitude of LW change at TOA is smaller than that at surface (Figure 6(d)) because of the absorption of LW by the dust. Except over the TP, dust induced TOA total radiation changes were also negative. The regions in which change was significant were located in Central China and western Inner Mongolia, because of the high concentration of dust there (Figure 6(f)). The total radiation change was the highest there with a value greater than $-5\, \text{W m}^{-2}$. Dust induced TOA total radiation change over the TP was positive and reached $5\, \text{W m}^{-2}$, consistent with Miller and Tegen [39] who gave

3.3.2. Temperature. Figures 7(a) and 7(c) compare the Nodust simulations and CRU observations for averaged winter surface air temperature. Generally, RegCM4 captured the spatial distribution of the winter surface air temperature, including the decrease from the southeast to the northwest, but the model simulated a $2-4\, \text{C}$ cold bias in Southern China. In the Dust experiment, the surface temperature in the Taklamakan Desert was lower than those of the Nodust simulations (Figure 7(b)). Dust cools the surface in winter, and there were two significant cooling regions in East Asia: the Taklamakan Desert, induced by high dust emission (Figure 5(a)), and the middle reaches of the Yangtze River, because of the high concentration of dust aerosol from the western Mongolia desert carried by strong northwesterly winds (Figures 5(b) and 5(c)). The cooling in the above two regions exceeded $1.5\, \text{C}$ (Figure 7(d)). This cooling effect is stronger than the GCM simulation of Miller and Tegen [39].

3.3.3. Circulation. Figure 8 shows the SLP and the 850 hPa atmospheric circulation anomaly induced by direct dust radiative effects. Dust cooling effects increased the SLP in Northern and Eastern China and deceased SLP over the West Pacific Ocean. Therefore, the land-ocean pressure gradient was enhanced (Figure 8(a)), leading to EAWM strengthening (Figure 8(b)). The westerly wind in Western China and the northerly wind in south of the CLP increased to $1.5\, \text{m s}^{-1}$.

The East Asian winter cold surge frequency can represent the intensity of the winter monsoon. The definition of a cold surge is that the north wind has a speed greater than $5\, \text{m s}^{-1}$, persistent for two days or more [59]. Compared to the Nodust experiment (Figure 9(a)), the Dust experiment had the frequency of cold surge significantly increased by $15\%$ (averaged in box area in Figure 9(c)) in Northern China. We further examined the EAJ change induced by dust. The position of the EAJ axis was $30^{\circ}$N in winter (Figure 2(e)), and the intensity of the jet was enhanced significantly in the area of $30-40^{\circ}$N (not shown).

3.3.4. Precipitation. Precipitation is an important variable affecting atmospheric dust transport and settlement. Figures 10(a) and 10(c) compare the Nodust simulations and CRU observations for averaged winter precipitation rate. The CRU observed winter precipitation showed precipitation over Northwest China was less than $1\, \text{mm day}^{-1}$ and the wettest area was located in Southeast China, where winter precipitation rate exceeded $3\, \text{mm day}^{-1}$ (Figure 10(c)). In the Nodust experiment (Figure 10(a)), RegCM4 captured the spatial pattern of the winter precipitation rate, including the reasonable southeast to northwest decreasing gradient, but underestimated the precipitation over Southeast China. Additionally, RegCM4 overestimated the precipitation over the northern TP and the Tian Shan, because in these areas rainfall was sensitive to the cumulus parameterization scheme [60]. In the Dust experiment, the precipitation decreased in comparison to the Nodust experiment.
Figure 5: (a) The RegCM4 simulated dust mixing ratio horizontal distribution and (b) longitude-height cross section (averaged over 35–50° N) and (c) latitude-height cross section (averaged over 105–120° E) for vertical wind field (Pa s⁻¹, white vector) and the dust mixing ratio (µg kg⁻¹, color shaded) in winter during 2000–2009 period.

(3.4. Relationship between Asian Dust and the EAWM at the Interannual Scale. Dust cycle and the EAWM can influence each other. Year-to-year variations of some winter (December–February) meteorological elements can further show the effect of dust. As shown in Figure 11, there is a clear interannual variation for winter dust AOD in the Taklamakan Desert as the largest dust source in Asia (Figure 11(a)). The dust induced change in winter surface temperature in Taklamakan Desert decreases with the dust AOD increasing (Figure 11(b)). It is more interesting to observe a positive relationship between year-to-year winter dust AOD and dust induced change of the EAWM index (Figure 11(c)), which was calculated to reflect the large-scale winter monsoon intensity according to the definition of Gong et al. [62]. Consistently, the winter precipitation in North China (38°–42° N, 110°–120° E) (Figure 11(d)) decreases (increases) with the strengthening (weakening) of winter monsoon in terms of year-to-year variations. The above comparisons indicate that dust can enhance the EAWM, and the effect is stronger in the years with more dust.

On the other hand, the EAWM change may module the surface meteorological parameters and dust cycle. Figure 12 shows year-to-year variations of the EAWM index and water vapor mix ratio at 2 m above surface over the Taklamakan Desert in the Nodust experiment in comparison with those in the Dust experiment. The surface wetness in Taklamakan Desert decreases in both the Nodust and Dust experiments in strong monsoon years (2006 and 2008), but the reduction in the Dust experiment is more than that in the Nodust experiment. However, the surface wetness increases in both the Nodust and Dust experiments in weak monsoon years (2001–2004), and the increase in the Nodust experiment is more than that in the Dust experiment. It implies...
the enhancement of the EAWM may cause the dust emission increasing.

4. Conclusion and Discussions

With the deterioration of the natural environment, atmospheric dust aerosol greatly affects global climate. The impact of dust on climate has been recognized only at the global scale in most previous research [14, 19, 39] and the studies of dust aerosol on a regional scale have not elucidated its climatic effects, especially on the EAWM. This paper used the latest version of RegCM4/Dust, to carry out coupled and uncoupled Dust experiments with a resolution of 50 km over East Asia from 2000 to 2009. Using the simulation
Figure 7: Surface air temperature at 2 m (°C) for (a) Nodust, (b) Dust, (c) CRU, and (d) difference between Dust and Nodust experiments averaged in winter during 2000–2009 period; the black dotted area in (d) indicates areas in which the difference is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level (Student’s t-test).

Figure 8: The simulated (a) SLP and (b) 850 hPa wind differences in m s⁻¹ between Dust and Nodust experiments averaged in winter during 2000–2009 period.
results, we investigated the climatic effects of dust in East Asia including its direct radiative effects and its effects on surface temperature, atmospheric circulation, and precipitation.

In winter, the DMR in the Taklamakan Desert, northern Xinjiang, and western Inner Mongolia was the highest, reaching $500 \mu g \text{kg}^{-1}$, while in CLP and the areas to the south of the CLP, due to the strong westerly and northerly winds, the DMR was high at $300 \mu g \text{kg}^{-1}$. Compared to previous work [27, 45, 57], our simulation was reasonable. Surface dust induced radiation change was negative in winter, and the centers located in the Taklamakan Desert, western Inner Mongolia, CLP, and the areas to the south of CLP. The surface radiation change in the dust source centers reached $-8 \text{ W m}^{-2}$. Areas with a significant change in the TOA radiation were located in Taklamakan and Central China. The strong effect of dust radiation interaction caused the East
Asian continent surface temperature decrease by about 1.5°C covering the Taklamakan Desert and Central-South China. The simulated dust radiative effect was stronger than the GCM work of Miller and Tegen [39].

Most previous researches mainly focused on the aerosol effect on the EASM, while the research about the aerosol effect on the EAWM was rare. Meanwhile, available studies show that there is a great uncertainty about the aerosol indirect effect on summer climate in East Asia [24, 63]. Therefore, present study involves only the dust direct effect on the EAWM. The cooling effect of dust aerosol enhanced the land-sea SLP gradient, thereby strengthening the EAWM. The enhanced East Asian winter cold and dry air suppressed the large-scale precipitation causing rainfall decreases in most areas of East Asia, especially Northeast China and the middle Yangtze River Valley, where the decline was about 10–30%.

Modeling results could be sensitive to aerosol optical properties assumed in the model. For example, the perturbation of direct aerosol RF showed a great sensitivity to SSA in cloudy columns [64]. Recently, Colarco et al. [65] using NASA GEOS-5 atmospheric GCM explored the sensitivity of dust optical properties (e.g., dust shade and refractive) on dust emission and climate forcing over Saharan desert. They found that assumptions of the dust SSA in the model and the simulated dust radiative effects were closely related. Meanwhile, the value of SSA in Asia desert is still uncertain. Lee et al. [66] reported that the nationwide mean of SSA at 0.5 μm is 0.89 ± 0.04 μm in China, and the work of Ge et al. [67] showed Asian dust SSA ranges from 0.74 to 0.84 at 0.5 μm. However, Costa et al. [68] found that it can be as low as 0.76, which is much smaller than the value found for African dust. The smaller values of SSA for Asian dust suggest that these particles are strongly absorbing aerosols [64]. Since

---

**Figure 10:** Precipitation rate for (a) No dust, (b) Dust, (c) CRU, and (d) percentage change between Dust and No dust experiments averaged in winter during 2000–2009 period; the black dots in (d) indicate areas in which the difference is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level (Student’s t-test).
Figure 11: Year-to-year variations of winter dust AOD in the Taklamakan Desert in the Dust experiment (a), the difference in winter surface temperature in the Taklamakan Desert (b), the difference of EAWM index (c), and the difference in winter precipitation (d) in North China between Dust and Nodust experiments.

Figure 12: Year-to-year variations of the EAWM index and average winter water vapor mix ratio at 2 m above surface (Q2m) averaged in the Taklamakan Desert in Nodust experiment (a) and Dust experiment (b). The yellow columns represent strong monsoon years.

the high uncertainty of Asian dust SSA, our results in this paper also need to be validated by sensitivity experiments. In the future, we will carry out sensitivity experiments to explore the impacts of different assumptions of dust optical properties on the climate forcing over Asia.

Most previous studies were focused on the EASM. A recent modeling work using RegCM4/Dust studied dust effects on the EASM and found that dust can weaken the EASM [28]. Simulation work to date using high resolution regional climate model concerning the EAWM is rare. On the one hand, this study helps to fill the gaps in previous researches. On the other hand, it has a certain referential significance for quantification of dust contribution to the variability of the EAWM and also to understanding aeolian dust effects on the evolution of the EAWM. We only discussed the dust effects on the EAWM in this paper. Actually, the strength of Asian monsoon can in turn influence the distribution of regional aerosols. For example, the variation of midsummer aerosols over Eastern Asia is closely associated with the Asian summer monsoon activity [69]. When we tried to figure out the impact of intensity of winter monsoon on Asian dust emission by comparing the results between strong and weak winter monsoon years from the current simulation, we failed to detect a robust result. However, we found that the surface water vapor mixing ratio in the Dust experiment is lower than that in the Nodust experiment in strong winter monsoon years, which indicates that enhancement of winter monsoon may cause dust emissions increasing. Besides, observational study also found that the fluctuation of westerly jet has important links to the intensity of precipitation in the Taklamakan Desert [70]. In our future work, we will use this model to study the fluctuation of westerly jet on the East Asia dust cycle.
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